Unleash your inner
hero
Whether you work in
Guangzhou, Gothenburg
or even Gotham, we want
you to win your daily
battle to create business
value. We’re empowering
millions of heroes like you
with our Connectors for
Salesforce & Atlassian.

PLAY NOW

Visit us at Booth 308.

connect-to.servicerocket.com

It takes more than good platforms to
connect teams

Not all superheroes wear capes
Meet Andrew, Helen, Sam, Mary.

To deliver a top-tier experience, everyone
across your organization has to stay connected.
Delivering great results isn’t about the platforms
you purchase, but how you connect them.

The challenge of connectivity
In a company where Salesforce is the system
of record, connectivity is critical. Organizations
using Jira and Confluence to run internal
operations also need easy access to the
business data in Salesforce. The challenge?
Closing the gap.

Product

Support

Sales

Marketing

They often work on projects that cross different functional teams, leaping the gaps with ease. Their secret?
A bit of help from their day-to-day sidekick: ServiceRocket’s Connectors for Salesforce & Atlassian.

Use case | Salesforce & Jira Connector

Outcome
Andrew is a Success Manager in Malaysia. He’s
constantly in touch with the engineering team
abroad.
He receives customer ideas and
product feedback through emails,
chats, and an ideas portal.

Increase transparency between teams
Real-time access to Jira issues and
Salesforce cases delivers greater
transparency and improves alignment
across teams.

•
Engineering uses Jira to keep track
of projects. Andrew opens a case in
Salesforce.

Andrew | Product Manager

•
•

Challenge
•

•

Members of different teams
(sales, implementation, support)
are unable to access the required
information and context
Work status of collaborative
projects is easily lost when working
across teams

Link Salesforce Case descriptions, comments,
account and contact information to Jira
After linking a Case with Jira, developers can
see Salesforce information in Jira
Andrew can communicate with developers
through Case Comments or Chatter

Andrew shares ideas and product feedback
with the developers but has a hard time
Benefits

?

Developers must repeatedly
ask questions due to the lack of
business context.

•
•
•

Communicate which customers are waiting for what features.
Better team understanding of customer business value and why it is important.
Alignment on the status of the feature request.

Use case | Salesforce & Jira Service Desk Connector
Helen is a Support Manager located in Singapore.
She’s constantly in touch with the Sales team in
Australia to solve pricing related inquiries.

She uses Jira Service Desk to manage
tickets opened by customers.

Meanwhile, the sales team uses Salesforce
to maintain account, contact, and license
information.

Helen | Support Manager
Challenge
•
•
•

Effectively managing multiple
support channels
Lack of customer context
Incomplete visibility of engineering
status

Outcome
Improved Customer Satisfaction
A more complete picture of the customer
helps the support team resolve problems
faster. The Connector enables teams to
make fewer mistakes and delight their
customers.

•
•
•

Helen clearly sees account and contact
details in Jira
Synchronized comments between sales
and support provide full visibility and
context
Timely updates between Jira and
Salesforce objects cultivate effective
collaboration

Support engineers frequently lack the client
license information they need.
Benefits

?

Sales often lacks visibility into
requests that clients make directly to
support.

• Accurate customer history, rank, and issue status.
• Alignment on project priority, status, and delivery timeline.
• Agreement on next steps to resolve the issue.

Use case | Salesforce & Confluence Connector

Outcome

Sam manages the company’s top accounts,
giving key customer information to the
customer success team.

Customer inquiries and requests
are sent to Sam via email.

Reduced context switching
No manual input required. Lower data
redundancy. Up-to-date and accurate
information stored in both systems.

•
•

Sam | Sales Advocate
Challenge
•
•

Accurately update and maintain the
same data in two different systems
Manually updated data often
creates errors in Confluence lead
lists

Both teams use a Confluence space to
collaborate and discuss key accounts.

Sam uses Salesforce to update prospect and
customer data, which the customer success
team can’t access.
He often goes back and forth
between Salesforce and Confluence
to update pages and reports
manually.

•

Sam can build a report with Salesforce
data, and generate charts in Confluence
The customer success team now has
visibility of key client data without a
Salesforce account
No need to manually update object
status in the shared Confluence page

Benefits

•
•
•

Error-free customer sales data from the system of record.
Visual understanding of customer history and trends.
Actionable insights about customers and prospects.

Use case | Salesforce & Jira Connector

Outcome
Mary is a digital marketer who creates content
marketing campaigns tailored to the customer.

She created a marketing campaign
with insights from the Sales team.

Align Marketing and Sales teams’s
communication
Agile Marketing teams can better
communicate with their Sales team by sharing
instant updates on campaigns as well as key
client information without leaving their usual
platform of record.

•
Mary tracks the campaign progress in Jira
and Sales manages key information in
Salesforce.

Mary | Content Marketer
Challenge
•
•
•

It’s hard to collaborate on content
across functional teams
Comments, attachments and contexts
get lost across different platforms
Immediate updates on marketing
campaigns are hard to communicate to
other teams

•
•

Mary can stay in Jira to see key Salesforce
information
Synchronized comments allow Sales to
have visibility of campaign progress
Mary’s Jira attachments and status
updates can be read in Salesforce

Sales has a hard time keeping track of what Mary
is doing because they lack visibility of the status of
Benefits

?

The Sales team has the customer’s
context in Salesforce but Mary is
unable to access this information.

•
•
•

An improved view of clients who have communication challenges.
Generate solutions to common product challenges.
Better cross-team communication solves problems faster.

PLAY NOW

Connect with us
atlassian.servicerocket.com
/ServiceRocket
@servicerocket
@ServiceRocket

Connecting Salesforce and Jira or Confluence is as
easy as playing this game.
Draw the line at context switching. Connect the
platforms your teams love.
Play now for a chance to win a prize at Booth 308.

Data Management
Storing data in Confluence is simple but as your company grows,
managing large amounts of information can get out of hand. Don’t
get lost in data, data should empower you to extract insights.
With our set of data management apps you’ll be able to structure
information, increase content consumption and improve user
experience in Confluence.

Security & Encryption
Securely store and share sensitive
information in Confluence. Encrypt,
manage and audit passwords.

Scaffolding
Create dynamic forms and Live
templates in Confluence to easily
structure and update content.

Create & Link
Create new issues in Jira that
can inherit fields and link back to
current issues.

Linking
Enable one-click links to access
Confluence templates, aggregate
resources, and create structured
content.

Reporting

Composition

Build flexible reports for your team
with Confluence data without the
hassle of manual work.

Improve user experience in
Confluence. Add tabs, cards and
expandable sections to the page
layout.

Asset Management
As your organization increases the number of assets you own,
it becomes challenging to track them properly. Improve user
experience and productivity by accounting for new assets, faster
and better. We have a few apps that you can rely on to verify you
assets easy to find, up-to-date and in good shape.

Redirection

Linking

Manage Confluence traffic through automatic
and timed page redirects.

Scaffolding
Create dynamic forms and Live
templates in Confluence to easily
structure and update content.

Enable one-click links to access Confluence
templates, aggregate resources, and create
structured content.

Reporting

Composition

Build flexible reports for your team
with Confluence data without the
hassle of manual work.

Improve user experience in
Confluence. Add tabs, cards and
expandable sections to the page
layout.

Knowledge Management
Siloed information equals knowledge that’s lost in space. Lack of
internal rules and structure makes it challenging to find information
relevant to you and your team. We’ve got flexible apps to establish
an internal infrastructure that’s user friendly and helps leverage
knowledge across the organization.

Visibility
Dynamically show or hide
content sections in Confluence
to those who will find it relevant
and valuable.

Tracking Access
Anonymously track content
access in Confluence with
“Hit counting”.

Page Approval

Pathways
Create step-by-step tutorial-like
structures to deliver and track
content access in Confluence.

Scaffolding
Create dynamic forms
and Live templates in
Confluence to easily
structure and update
content.

Linking
Enable one-click links
to access Confluence
templates, aggregate
resources, and create
structured content.

A simple and flexible way of
managing and processing
approval of Confluence pages.

Redirection
Manage Confluence traffic
through automatic and
timed page redirects.

Document Management
Effective Project Management requires rigid adherence to standard
processes, as well as dependable reporting practices. A defined
structure can be hard to maintain in a collaborative environment.
With our apps you can structure data and make it easier to
collaboratively create and consume with tools that manage,
validate and control input of data.

Scaffolding
Create dynamic forms and Live
templates in Confluence to easily
structure and update content.

Visibility
Dynamically show or hide content
sections in Confluence to those
who will find it relevant and
valuable.

Reporting
Build flexible reports for your team
with Confluence data without the
hassle of manual work.

Linking
Enable one-click links to access
Confluence templates, aggregate
resources, and create structured
content.

Composition
Improve user experience in
Confluence. Add tabs, cards and
expandable sections to the page
layout.

Workplace & Jira Connector
Streamline your team’s
collaboration in Workplace
and Jira. Get Jira updates in
Workplace and vice versa.

Document Management
Your team works in Confluence. But most of your working
documents, media and files don’t live there. Context switching
seems inevitable. Access a dynamic storage location that’s
accessible from where you need it. With our Connectors there’s
no need to leave Confluence in order to find, embed, share the
document you’re looking for.

Connector for Box
and Confluence
Collaborate in Confluence and easily access your
media/files that live in Box. Close the gap. Reduce
context switching.

Connector for Google Drive
and Confluence
Get your Google Drive files, docs, spreadsheets
into Confluence. Easily access, preview and share
with others.

Customer Relationship
Management
Cross-team collaboration requires each team to work with the
other’s data. However, without the proper integration the data’s
context can be lost. With our CRM integration apps you can
close the gap between your platform of record and your favorite
Atlassian products.

Salesforce & Jira Connector
Connect teams and enable automatic
synchronization between Jira issues and
Salesforce objects.

Salesforce & Confluence Connector
Increase important data visibility through
automatic synchronization between Confluence
pages and Salesforce objects.

Salesforce &
Jira Service Desk Connector
Enable automatic synchronization between Jira
Service Desk issues and Salesforce objects.

Drift and Jira Connector
Focus on customer engagement by enabling
automatic synchronization between Drift
conversations and Jira issues.

Our Apps
Fighting daily battles to create business value? We want to see you
win. From Salesforce integration to project and data management,
we’ve got the tools you need in your arsenal. Explore our catalog to
find the Confluence and Jira apps that will help you win the day.

Challenges we solve
•

Customer Relationship Management

•

Data Management

•

Project Management

•

Knowledge Management

•

Asset Management

•

Document Management

Visit us at Booth 1206.

WE’VE GOT
YOUR BACK
Sharing and managing data, assets or documents
in Jira or Confluence is a full time job. Ours is to
help you focus on the real task. Find out how
ServiceRocket Apps are there to help you meet your
challenges, day-to-day.

